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Hi Everyone
Before writing this Newsletter Gwyneth checked with the Bolton
Stroke Association Office about future activities we might be able to
undertake when the COVID restrictions lessen further. As yet, there
is no official guidance.
Pam was pleased to know that we are able to send out a Newsletter
once a month and has again assured us that she will contact us as
soon as she is able to do so.
J

In the meantime we hope that you have been able to take
advantage of the sunny warm days and to hear the variety of
birdsong which is beginning to happen. As the lockdown rules have
changed in April we can now get a haircut, meet friends and family
outside at pubs and cafes, go shopping and use gyms and swimming
pools.
However, there are still rules about keeping apart and mixing with
people. No more than six people to meet and no more than two
households.
If you are feeling a little isolated or unhappy do not hesitate to ring
Gwyneth on 07592 904021. If she is not immediately available, leave
your name and number and she will contact you.
KEEP SAFE
WASH HANDS

COVER FACE
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MAKE SPACE

APRIL QUIZ
1. Johnny Preston was a singer in the 1960’s. What was the title of his only hit single?
2. What was the title of Celine Dion’s first solo top ten hit single?
3. What was the name of the ship by which John Cabot found North America in 1497?
Matthew. Pelican or Endeavour 2
4. Which city was known in the 19th century as Linenopolis?
5. What song was on the other side of the Beatles’ record ‘Yellow Submarine’?
6. Which of the circles of latitude passes through Saudi Arabia?
7. What is the name of the German pianist who played ‘A Walk in the Black Forest’?
8. What is the connection between Nelson’s last words and a football captain?
9. ‘Let them eat cake’ was said by who?
10. Which village in the Peak District claims to be the highest in England? Flash, Bang or
Wallop.
11. The coastal arch ’Durdle Door’ is in which English county?
12. ‘Dotheboys Hall’ is in which Charles Dickens novel?
13. Which singer sang ’If I knew then, what I know now’?
14. When were single yellow lines first used to stop illegal parking on British roads?
15. ‘Devil’s Galop’ by Charles Williams was the theme tune to a popular radio series. Was
it Round the Horn, Dick Barton – Special Agent or The Goon Show?
16. OLD CRESS - Clue: - No tangles here - XXXXXXX
17. GET VAN ADA - Clue: - Good to have this - XXXXXXXXX
18. RING ED NOW - Clue: - To think or ponder – XXXXXXXXX
19. CROP TAIL - Clue: - Phew! It’s a bit warm! – XXXXXXXX
20. CHEAP DO - Clue: - Egg or fish? - XXXXXXX
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BIRTHDAY GREETINGS FOR MAY 2021
Mae Leung Mary Connolly Sheila Whiley
Sonya Constantine Rosemary Sutherland Suzanne Hartop
Joyce Kelly Trevor Grundy Barbara Hughes
Mark Hodgkinson Graham Lee

HUMOUR SECTION
Always remember this: You do not stop laughing because you grow old.
You grow old when you stop laughing.
If your wife picks up a knife and comes at you, show her a bottle of mayonnaise
and she will automatically go into sandwich making mode.
There's a broken key on my keyboard. I onder hich one it is.
Wife's best friend asked me how I was going to make my wife go weak at the
knees for valentine's? I said I'd hide her arthritis tablets.
Wife calls down from upstairs. "Do you get a shooting pain in your chest, like
someone is sticking a pin in a voodoo doll?" Me: "No." "How about now?"
Don't you just hate it when people don't finish their…..
Just had an automated phone call saying I had won £50 or 2 tickets to see an Elvis
tribute act. It said, 'Press 1 for the money, 2 for the show '
I told my wife that people in the shop kept accidentally asking me to purchase
meat. She said;" By mistake?" "Not you as well?"
Do you do paintings? I am looking for some of Moz Art.
Being a vegetarian makes me feel good from my head tomatoes.
If Benny and Bjorn were called Sam and Dave, ABBA would have been called ASDA.
I was rubbish at spelling at school but brilliant at jeagrafy.
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ANSWERS TO MARCH QUIZ/ANAGRAMS

1. ‘Come Outside’ was the only number one hit in 1962 for which performer? Mike Sarne
with Wendy Richard
2. Deuterium is a form of which gas? Hydrogen
3. Seattle is a major city in which US state? Washington
4. Which film features Cybil Shepherd as ‘Betsy’? Taxi Driver
5. Saint Swithin was a Saxon Bishop of which city? Winchester
6. Which component of a car engine carries waste gas from the cylinder to the exhaust
pipe? Manifold
7. Christian X was King of which country during the two world wars? Denmark
8. In which year did Sri Lanka play its first official Test Match 1962, 1972 or 1982? 1982
9. In 1901, Albert Einstein acquired citizenship of which country? Switzerland
10. The character ‘Mrs Danvers’ is the housekeeper at which fictional location? Manderley
11. Which Graham Greene novel features the character Harry Lime? The Third Man
12. Orlando Bloom plays which character in the ‘Lord of the Rings’ films? Legolas
13. What colour is the chemical element chromium in its natural state? Grey
Hat
14. What judge on the TV show ‘The Voice’ was featured on Usher’s hit OMG? WILL-I-AM
15. HAT HERE – Clue: - Lucky Girl? HEATHER
16. FAT PHOTO – Clue: - Best not to stray off this - FOOT PATH
17. GIVE ALL – Clue: - The Pub is the hub - VILLAGE
18. A SUM BEER – Clue: - You won’t feel this at JIGSAW - MISERABLE
19. I ROT TOES – Clue: - Nice and slow - TORTOISE
20. BOIL PLANT – Clue: - No need for an inkwell - BALLPOINT
EDITORS: Gwyneth Johnson and Linda Fell
If you wish to contact Gwyneth on any of the topics in the Newsletter then please call
Gwyneth on 07592 904021. If you wish to receive your Newsletter by email rather than post,
please email linda.jigsaw19@outlook.com
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